
DAY TWO 

Lyngstuva, approx. 4 hours return, 7km, easy 

grade 

Elevation: 70 metres 

After a lovely breakfast, we head off on today’s walk to 

Lyngstuva with our local guide and Park Trek host. 

The walk to Lyngstuva, the outermost point of the 

Lyngen Peninsula, is a remote coast walk. A small 

lighthouse and cabin sit at the end of the trail. The 

very north of Lyngen is dotted with ancient Sami 

sites – remains of stone-and-earth dwellings, 

excavated bog pits, and other signs of former 

habitation. 

Lyngstuva is a stunning hike and offers panoramic 
views of the surrounding fjords, islands and the 
Fugløysundet strait.  

There are a mixture of Sami, Kven and Norwegian 
cultural relics along the trail. Several of these sites are 
signposted. The remnants of two shipwrecks are 
visible on the seashore below the lighthouse. 
 
We return to our accommodation and can relax before 
dinner. After dinner, it’s time to grab our cameras and 
go out chasing the northern lights. Our hosts will give 
the group a northern light photoworkshop to ensure 
you have some very special photographic memories to 
take home. 
 
Accommodation: Xlyngen  

Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 

 

TRIP NOTES 

ARCTIC NORWAY 

 

Here are the trip notes for your upcoming trip to Arctic 

Norway. 

This trip departs from Tromso. 

We will collect you from your hotel. We have listed some 

suggestions in ‘pre and post tour accommodation’. 

 

An overview of the Arctic Norway Tour: 

Hiking in the Lyngen Alps takes you through lush valleys and 

over rocky mountains. Fjord views and wild nature abound. 

The trails lead to glaciers, waterfalls, lakes, and deep 

canyons. We’ll eat local cuisine and explore the area with 

our guides. This promises to be a trip of a lifetime! 

We pick up all guests in Norway’s northernmost city of 

Tromso and spend time out hiking around Lyngen. This is a 

lovely, quiet area and a fabulous location for hiking and 

sightseeing. It is amazingly peaceful and home to 

mountainous terrain and interesting trails. 

Our tour accommodation for the duration is at the gorgeous 

Xlyngen, owned and run by friendly locals who will ensure 

we get the most of our stay.  We stay in comfortable three 

bedroom cabins here and head out each day to experience 

some breathtaking hiking opportunities.  During the evening 

we enjoy meals onsite and one evening our hosts will take 

us out to chase the northern lights providing a northern light 

photo workshop. 

DAY ONE 

Your Park Trek host and our private transfer will pick 

you up from your hotel in Tromso at approx 8am and 

we will make our way to our accommodation at 

Xlyngen. 

Accommodation: Xlyngen 
Meals: lunch and dinner 
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DAY THREE 

Blåisvannet or Blue Lake, approx. 5 hours return, 9km, 

moderate grade 

Elevation: 210 metres 

 

Today’s hike is a return walk to the stunning Blåisvannet or 
Blue Lake. We have a short drive of approx. 35mins to reach 
the start of the trailhead.  
 
The lake has an intense blue colour which stands in stark 
contrast to the steep mountains sitting behind. The beautiful 
blue colour of the water is due to silt particles in the meltwater 
from the Lenangsbreen glacier. 
 
This moderate grade trail is well-marked and in good 
condition. The last part of the walk up to the lake involves 
climbing over large stones and scree. 
Depending on the willingness of the group we can extend the 
hike, by taking a detour past Aspevatnet Lake to Aspevatnet.  
 
We then head back to our accommodation and can relax with 
a sauna or spa before dinner. 
 
Accommodation: Xlyngen  
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 

DAY FOUR 

Steindalen Glacier, approx. 6-6.5 hours return, 

11.5km, moderate grade 

Elevation: 470 metres 

 

Today we have a longer period of travel to arrive at 
our walk to Steindalsbreen Glacier, and the hike itself 
is longer also, but the opportunity to get up close to a 
glacier with thousands of years of history is 
absolutely worth the effort! 
 
The trail is a moderate hike up through the 
Steindalen valley and we can visit the Steindalshytta 
cabin about 2km into the hike. Your guide will talk 
about the unique flora and fauna of the area and you 
will see signs have also been erected near the glacier 
showing its recession year by year. Note: We do not 
walk onto the glacier. 
 
From the trailhead the path leads uphill before it 
flattens out on the last section up to the 
Steindalshytta cabin. Continuing on towards the 
glacier, the route is relatively flat until you reach the 
moraine ridge. From there, it becomes steep before 
flattening out again and arriving at the base of the 
glacier. 
 
We return to our vehicle and head back to our 
accommodation for dinner. 
 
Accommodation: Xlyngen  
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 

DAY FIVE 

Rundfjellet, approx. 3.5 or 6.5 hours, 7 to 11.5km, 

moderate grade 

Elevation: up to 789 metres 

 

Today we only have a 15 min drive to arrive at our 

hike for the day. The length of the Rundfjellet hike 

can be modified depending on the willingness of the 

group. 

 

The trail starts by going up the long and flat 
mountain, (round mountain is the English translation).  
At the top of Rundfjellet there are fantastic views over 
Storgalten, Tverrbakktinden, Svartfjellet, Nord-
lenangen, Straumen, Botnelva and Ullsfjorden.  
 
The shorter hike means that we walk to the top of the 

mountain and return via the same route. The peak is 

789 metres with the last 100 metres via a mountain 

chain. Or you can choose to stop before the chain at 

687 metres. 

For the longer hike we head on all the way to 

Bjørndalen with a pick up at Sør- Lenangen. 

 

Accommodation: Xlyngen  
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 
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DAY SIX  
Vaggas Valley, 7 hours, approx. 12km, moderate grade 

Elevation: up to 350 metres 

 

Today we head into the Vaggas Valley. We start with a boat 

trip from our accommodation across to Botn. A gorgeous 

trip on the water and we can keep an eye out for otters 

during our journey. 

 

When we reach dry land again, we prepare ourselves and 

hike along the picturesque river up to Vaggashytta.  

 

From here we continue to the Vaggas Lakes to visit some 

waterfalls and the interesting Vaggas Cabin located 100 

metres above sea level. 

 

Accommodation: Xlyngen  
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 

 

DAY SEVEN 
Russelvdalen 6 hours, approx. 11km, moderate 

grade  

Elevation: 414 metres 

 

Today we travel to Russelvdalen located on the north 

of the Lyngen Peninsula. We head up to where the 

Russelv River comes out of mountain and walk over 

Bruna to the Lom Lakes. 

 

We reach an elevation of about 414 metres above sea 

level – the trail is moderate in grade. At the peak we 

are awarded magnificent views of Lyngenfjord which is 

an important area for local animals to gather and feed. 

 

From here, depending on the willingness of the group, 

we can retrace our steps or head over to the northern 

top at Storklubben or down into the valley at Skeivåg.  

 

Accommodation: Xlyngen  
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner 

DAY EIGHT 

 

We pack up and depart our accommodation at ap-

prox. 9am and head back to Tromso. A scenic ferry 

trip breaks up our road travel and we farewell our 

hosts goodbye. 

 

You can be dropped off at your accommodation in 

Tromso or at the Tromso airport. 

 

Meals: breakfast and lunch 
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Accommodation: 

 
We stay in gorgeous traditional Nordic cabin accommodation at XLyngen in a spectacularly scenic 
location with gorgeous views of the Lyngen Alps and the fjord. All cabins are comfortable and well 
equipped. 

 
Each cabin has three twin share bedrooms, 
there is a shared bathroom and kitchen living 

area. Each cabin is fully self contained. There is 
wifi in all cabins. After a day hiking you can relax 
in the property’s sauna or jacuzzi or simply relax 
and enjoy the view. 

 

Your guides: 

 

You will have one Park Trek guide who will 

be along on the trip as a tour host to ensure 

all runs smoothly. You will also have a local 

hiking guide from XLyngen who will be with 

us for the walking days of the itinerary.  

 

We have a choice of three different local 

guides who all have hiking experience in the 

local area and guiding qualifications. Our 

hiking tour guide will either be.  

 

All guides by XLyngen are experienced and 
live locally with the Lyngen Alps being in 
their backyard. We may have one of three 

guides - Miriam, Laila or Geir-Arne all who 
have been hiking in the region for many 
years. Geir-Arne is a real nature man and 
enjoys fishing and hiking. He is a fantastic 
guide with great local knowledge. Laila-Anita 
also is a passionate hiker and enjoys 
harvesting foods from the natural 
environment. She loves the natural 
environment and uses it to fill her soul. 
Miriam likes to embrace nature. She enjoys 
fishing, hiking and photography and will lead 
us on the night photography experience.  All 
three guides are certified in artic nature and 
culture by NTG in Norway. All guides hold 
first aid qualifications.  
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About the meals: 

 

Our accommodation at XLyngen has its own 
breakfast area/restaurant where our morning 
and evening meals are enjoyed. The 
restaurant has spectacular panoramic views 
and is surrounded by water. Watch ducks, 
seagulls and spot fish and starfish in the 
water. You might even be lucky enough to see 
an otter swim by while you’re dining! 

 
Breakfast: Breakfast is included at our 
accommodation at XLyngen. You will choose 
from a lovely breakfast buffet with local 
ingredients and homemade fresh bread. 

 
Lunch: We have a lunch bag that we pack 
and take with us from our accommodation for 
our day’s hike. 

 
Dinner: Each night a two-course dinner is 
included at our accommodation at XLyngen. 

We will enjoy a variety of dinner meals that 
include traditional Norwegian cuisine made 
with fresh local ingredients. (Drinks at guest 
own expense.) 



 

 

 

What to bring: 

 

Day Pack —recommend approx. 20 litres, with a 
load bearing harness  
As a walker you will need to have your own day pack 
and water bladder and suitable hiking shoes/boots. 
Runners or flat-soled shoes will not suffice except as 
something you can wear after a day’s activity. 
 
Here is a suggested list of what walkers will need to be 
wearing or have in their day pack:  
• rain jacket  
• a fleece jacket  
• wide-brimmed hat for sunny days  
• beanie or woollen hat for cold days  
• water bottle or drinking bladder, min 2 litre  
• high factor sunscreen  
• lip balm  
• blister pads and / or tape for rubbing and/or blisters  
• antiseptic hand gel  
• sun glasses  
• walking poles (optional)  
• camera  
• binoculars  
• spare batteries for all devices/charger 
 
Main bag: 
Your main bag stays at the accommodation for the 
duration of the trip. You only carry your light day pack 
while walking.  
 
We recommend the following items: 
• 4 pairs long and/or short pants. Preferably loose 
fitting, lightweight and quick drying  
• 2 x Long sleeved shirts  
• 4 x T-shirts   
• fleece jacket/woollen sweater – something warm  
• rain jacket/ spray jacket  
• swimmers/bathers and small lightweight quick-dry 
towel   
• walking socks  
• a set of thermal under garments can keep you warm 
in the face of blustery conditions  
• a woollen or fleece hat for cooler weather  
• waterproof, reusable bag for worn clothing  
• comfortable shoes and clothing for evenings and 
activities  
• underwear  
• toiletries— shampoo/conditioner, body wash, 
deodorant, sanitary products, toothpaste etc. 

 

What we provide: 

• A Park Trek tour host 

• A local hiking guide 

• All transport including pick up and 
return to Tromso 

• 7 dinners, 8 lunches, 7 breakfasts 

• 7 nights accommodation on a twin 
share basis (single supplement 
available at additional expense).  

• All national park fees 

• Northern Lights photo workshop 

 
Pre and Post tour information:  
 
You will need to book your pre-tour 
accommodation in Tromso. Known as the 
gateway to the Arctic, Tromso is Norway's 
northern-most city.  
We recommend the following accommodation: 
 
Hotel- Radisson Blu, Tromso – The hotel is 
located just 4 kilometers from Langnes Airport 
https://www.radissonhotels.com/en-us/hotels/
radisson-blu-tromso 
 
Clarion Collection Aurora Hotel, Tromso -  
https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/hotels/
norway/tromso/clarion-collection-hotel-aurora/ 
 

Tromso Lodge and Camping -  

https://tromsolodgeandcamping.no/en/ 

We pick up from your hotel on the morning of 
departure and drop back to your hotel on 
conclusion of the tour, or we can drop you off at 
Tromso airport. 

 
 

 
Weather: 
During September it is autumn in the Lyngen Alps in 
Arctic Norway. Of course weather conditions can vary, 
but you should expect temperatures to range from 
approx. 10°C overnight to between 18-20°C during 
the day. 
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